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The saying: “Too many cooks spoil the broth” isn’t strictly true.  Especially when two of Ubud’s 
finest masters of cuisine, join forces to produce a 16 plate taste sensation, that will leave you 
wondering why you ever just settle for a starter, main and dessert.


For what is set to be the most highly anticipated culinary event of the year, and in food-fanatic 
circles, the most harmonious unity since Beyoncé got the girls back together for the Super 
Bowl, the only questions left to ask are: Who, when and where?


For one evening only, on Friday, March 17th 2017, Chef Mandif Warokka of Blanco par Mandif, 
and Chef Ben McRae of Copper Kitchen & Bar share the polished steel worktop, to craft an 
Asian inspired menu with a refined, earth-to-table dedication, using locally sourced produce 
from the Amed fisheries and the Bisma Gardens.


McRae welcomes Mandif to Copper Kitchen in the first collaboration since taking the reins as 
Executive Chef, and the two share an intrinsic passion for keeping Indonesian traditions alive; 
applying ethical, regional fare, to compose mouthwatering dishes that are the highlight of the 
seasons. 


Mandif, whose own credentials have seen him guest judge the grand final of Indonesia Master 
Chef, is the perfect choice to coproduce such an original event, and who's critical attention to 
detail, only compliments McRae’s ability to combine Indo-Asian flavours with international flare 
and creativity.


The informal dinner will be hosted by Bali’s most quintessential of boutique hotels, Bisma Eight, 
in the heart of Ubud’s breathtaking, tropical jungle; and be it the warm and rustic inner comfort 
of Copper restaurant, or the elegant rooftop that extends deep into the lush green beyond, 
guests will be free to seat themselves at any place setting they wish, and are invited to 
experience an evening of good vibrations and inspired gastronomy, beneath the soft ambient 
glow of the ever present moon and stars.


The multi-award winning chefs have both chosen 8 proportional dishes; each showcasing their 
own individual signature and craftsmanship, but all expertly designed to work in sync with the 
other. And if you think 16 plates in one sitting sounds reminiscent of a raucous viking banquet or 
a little too much for one to digest, then think again. 


Chef Mandif and Chef Ben have delicately curated each dish to be the perfect portion size, 
executed to tantalise your senses: teasing the palate from amuse-bouches to chocolate finales 
in complete symphony, and leaving plenty of room for a second and third look at the 
accompanying pairing menu.


Known for it’s innovative accommodation of creative concepts, the 2017 events calendar is 
really starting to busy up for Bisma Eight, and without exception, this collaboration is one not to 
be missed.  


Spaces are limited, and early booking comes highly recommended, but if you are one of the 80 
guests, fortunate enough to take a seat at Copper Kitchen & Bar for this once in a lifetime 
collaboration, you’ll be the envy of all your friends who couldn’t get a ticket as you tell the story 
of how you spent one night, with two award winning Chefs, at the most idyllic of restaurants in 
Bali.




Editor’s Notes: 

Copper Kitchen & Bar is a seasonal earth-to-table dining experience, staying true to the local 
produce sourced from the farms of The Gardens at Bisma Eight, Tegallalang Reserve and Amed 
Fisheries. Stay authentic, ethical, and inspired.

Visit:  copperubud.com


Bisma Eight is a boutique hotel experience set within the natural and cultural heart of Ubud. 
Rooted in the artisan heritage of central Bali, Bisma Eight is something entirely different from 
what people have to come to think of as staying in Ubud.

Visit: bisma-eight.com 


*For more information, details, pricing and images, please contact:

Caoilfhionn Maguire or Robbie Woodward at Ohana Communications. 
bismaeight@ohanacommunications.com
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